**Internationally Renowned NYC Fitness Legend Adds the Leading Movement Certification to Build His Business**

**Original Strength Systems Names Steve (Fury) Holiner Master Instructor**

FUQUAY VARINA, N.C. (PRWEB) February 07, 2019 -- Steve (Fury) Holiner of Fury Industries is now an Original Strength Certified Master Instructor of the Original Strength (OS) Movement System. Fury has helped take OS to Japan and Taiwan over the past two years and has lead more workshops than any other Instructor in the organization. As a Master Instructor, he will be an asset in the OS advanced certifications and workshops.

When asked how he got into OS in the first place, Holiner stated, “In full transparency, pain is what initially drew me to Original Strength in 2012. My lower back issues made it clear that despite a solid lifting technique there was something missing in my training. Through a personalized program designed by Tim Anderson, I quickly learned that special something missing was OS. I needed to Press RESET.

"The philosophy, science, and simplicity of OS have allowed me to deliver results to the Fury Crew (my members) time and time again. The Resets and the concept of 'Good, Better, Best' allow people to improve in ways they never thought possible. Those results bring hope. That's proof of a powerful system with a mighty outcome."

"Steve is a lifelong learner and a phenomenal teacher. He never stops trying to improve himself and he never tires sharing what he learns with others. His passion for helping people grow and his passion for teaching people how to move better have made us a better company. I'm so glad to have Steve on our education team," commented Tim Anderson, co-founder of Original Strength Systems.

Original Strength Systems is a movement education company providing certifications and workshops to professionals in the health, fitness and K-12 and advanced education industries. The Original Strength system is a foundational movement system upon which all other activities are built. When a person has their original strength, they become capable of moving and achieving more than they may have imagined. We believe that everyone is wonderfully and awesomely created and we teach people through a process of moving from good to better to best in an effort to live life better.

Visit OriginalStrength.Net or contact John at OriginalStrength.Net or 919/299/6739 for answers and more information.
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